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Why are amounts or prices in a document displayed without decimal places?
Online Help: Currencies - Setup Window
The company has defined decimal place settings. With Amounts set to 2 decimal places and Prices set to 2
decimal places, as seen in the example below.

Note
Decimal Separator = .
Thousand Separator = ,
When documents are added for specific business partners there are no decimal place setting for the prices
and totals fields. In the following example, customer C5580 Umai Kashi Corp is a Japanese customer whose
currency is defined as Japanese Yen (YEN). Sales order 207 is added for customer C5580 yet there are no
decimal places in the document.
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In the above scenario the decimal place setting is also be controlled by the decimal place setting for the
currency. While most currencies operate with decimal places some do not, for example Japanese Yen or the
Chilean Peso. If customers work in these currencies it is necessary to define no decimals for these
transactions while keeping decimal place settings for all other currency transactions. In this case decimal
settings will be defined globally for the database in the General Settings -> Display tab while a separate
decimal setting is defined for the currencies which have no decimal places.
The currency decimal place setting is defined under Administration -> Setup -> Financials -> Currencies. In
the Currencies - Setup window the field ‘Decimals’ takes precedence over the global decimal place settings
defined in the General Settings – Display tab.
Consequently if Without Decimals is defined for a currency in this window then any field using that currency
will take the decimal setting defined in its currency setup.
In the example below the currency Japanese Yen the value Without Decimal is defined in the Decimals field.
As seen in the sales order in the previous example the decimal place setting from the currency setup took
precedence over the decimal place setting defined in General Settings. This resulted in the Unit Price, Total
and Total Before Discount displaying without decimals.
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This is not a rounding issue but one connected solely with the decimal place settings of the currency. The
function of the field Rounding in the Currencies – Setup should not be confused with the function of the
Decimals field.
Rounding in the Currencies - Setup refers to whether or not the currency should be rounded to a specific
setting according to the currencies legal definition. For example, the Swiss Franc (CHF) does not operate in
anything less that 5 Rappen; therefore the round field is set to Round to Five Hundred, as can be seen in the
above example. Consequently, when adding a document for a customer using this currency it will always be
rounded to the nearest five.
In the following example, a sales order exists for Customer C6670 Le Boulangerie Magnifique. The total
before discount is CHF 29.74. However, in the Currencies - Setup, see example above, the currency is set to
round to the five hundred. As a result the Sales Order shows a rounding of CHF 0.01 which brings the sales
order’s total to CHF 34.95. The total of the document is now CHF 34.95 which is correct according to the
legal definitions for the Swiss Franc.
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Related Contents


SAP Business One in Action Catalog Page



Link to DRC documentation



For more information, visit the Business One homepage.
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Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in Germany a nd other countries.
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All other product and service names mentioned are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this document
serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by SAP AG and its affiliated companies ("S AP
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